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Abstract:
This paper mainly focuses on a novel divine sacred geometrical structure of Consciousness
Quantum Spiritual Energy (CQSE i.e. soul, conscious quanta or observer), the operating system
of mind, intellect and impressions and the process of interaction of CQSE quanta with brain. As
CQSE quanta’s subtle Planck geometry is very small and less than 1.616 exp -35 meter hence it
cannot be measured with the present scientific measuring instruments. Due to this reason
scientists are unable to find out an existence of CQSE quanta hence they are considering it as
just an imagination. On one side spiritualists are practicing different meditation techniques and
on the other side scientists are studying different branches of science to reveal the real science
of consciousness but both are unable to find out ultimate reality about consciousness.
Hence scientists are not accepting an existence of consciousness and considering the
brain is driving a body which is not at all true.
In reality CQSE quanta is very subtle spiritual quantum gravity whose basic vibrational
frequency acts on brain by creating vibrations through Aether (quantum vacuum energy)
medium, which creates electromagnetic bio-photons and these acts on neuron's microtubules of
brain through unified sacred geometric field produced from 16 Aether energy points of quanta
and drives body through brain’s relay command center along with 7 main and 6 minor chakras
of subtle light body. This proposed geometry of CQSE quanta is nothing but ‘Quantum Platonic
World of Wisdom and Light’ which is represented by ‘Pentagonal Star’ with angles of 18, 36, 72,
108 degrees and 16 Aether energy points in which 3 points act as operating system and 13
points includes nature’s 5 elements, values and powers of CQSE quanta which are connected to
13 chakras of subtle light body. Human consciousness produced from operating system of mind,
intellect and impressions of the CQSE quanta in which intellect is at the center and it acts as a
signal receiver and transmitter. Mind generates thought signals which will be given to intellect
for final decision and accordingly intellect produces a basic vibrational frequency which will be
decoded by the particular group of neurons present in the hypothalamus. This will further
trigger the neuron's microtubules of pituitary gland and specific neurons of thalamic relay
station through which neurons of a particular region of brain will be activated to carry out
particular act by physical body's organs.
In this way control signal is initiated to carry out a particular act by the body and power
for movement of body parts will be provided by a particular chakra of subtle light body which is
continuously created by CQSE quanta. Mind creates feelings after completion of a particular act,
after sometimes repetition it became the habit and get stored in impression point. In this way,
CQSE quanta drive physical body on energy, frequency and vibration level. This paper is a
starting step in revealing the real science of human consciousness and to bring awareness
among scientists about CQSE quanta and its interaction mechanism with physical body.
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INTRODUCTION: Science and Consciousness
The nature of human consciousness is the greatest " Hard Problem" or " The Binding
Problem" facing by science and mankind from many centuries and is being approached
by many disciplines including neuroscience, cognitive science, computer science,
physics, mathematics, medicine, philosophy and religion. It is the problem of how the
immaterial world of our thoughts and feelings interfaces with the material world of our
body. Emotional states caused by our thoughts and feelings (immaterial world) are
immediately reflected in the physiology of our body (material world). All of our outer
reality that is perceived by the brain comes from the five senses, hearing, smell, taste,
touch and visual perception.
There are many theories of human consciousness given by many Scientists of different
disciplines of research fields, but till date we are unable to reveal the secretes of
human consciousness.
1. Artificial Intelligence and Singularity:
The AI Scientists considers consciousness as simply the sum total of brain activities.
This reductionist view is best exemplified by functionalist philosophers (e.g. Dennett,
1991) and proponents of strong artificial intelligence or strong AI. (e.g. Minsky, 1986)
who contend that all mental events may be reduced to an algorithm and that all brain
functions, including consciousness, may eventually occur in computers.

Fig.1 Artificial Intelligence and Singularity
AI Singularity can create the best "Work Intelligence" machine but not an "Emotional
Intelligence" machine as Love, peace, happiness, joy are the fundamental properties of
consciousness and can't be produce in the laboratory. They are not output of the
Mathematical computation and chemical reaction of Brain's neurons. Consciousness get
experience through it's subtle body and on that basis certain chemicals creates in brain
through pituitary gland and our body get experience of the reality. Consciousness can
create mathematics, but no Mathematics can create the Consciousness.
2. Neuroscience
Current neurophysiologic explanations of consciousness suggest that it is a
manifestation of emergent firing patterns of neuronal groups involved in either specific
networks coherent 40-80Hz firing and/or attentional scanning circuits. But even
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precise correlation of neuronal firing patterns with cognitive activities fails to
address perplexing differences between mind and brain including the "hard
problem" of the nature of our inner experience.

Fig.2 Neuroscience
3. The Quantum Brain Theory:
The Quantum Brain Theory, which considers the brain and mind as distinct, separate
entities and consciousness as existing in a separate reality (e.g. Popper and Eccles,
1977). This reductionism/dualism dichotomy may potentially be resolved by views
which contend that consciousness has a distinct quality. One aspect of natural science,
quantum theory, may be especially relevant. In particular, the concept of quantum
coherence leading to macroscopic quantum states may help explain several of the
qualities of consciousness which are difficult to explain by conventional neuroscience.
Dr. Stuart Hameroff and Dr. Roger Penrose contributed to the quantum brain theory by
presenting a model of the brain based on quantum computing. They believe that our
brain processes information from the neurons not only in classical states but may be
using quantum states as well. They found that tiny tubes called microtubules which are
constructed from tubulins, hexagonal structured proteins and comprise the
cytoskeleton of the cell, the qubits for quantum computing are in the brain.

Fig.3 Quantum Brain theory
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Dr. Stuart Hameroff and Dr. Roger Penrose describes consciousness as a result of
quantum gravity acting on the microtubules of neurons of the brain. Consciousness is
non local; it does not exist exclusively in the brain. Here it is introduced idea that
consciousness is a basic frequency of quantum space. Human brains have ability to
“connect” and harmonize with consciousness. In scientific experiment consciousness
acts as an observer.
There are many unanswered questions by Quantum physicist and neuroscientist
about consciousness e.g. –
(1) What is the source of various frequencies/ vibrations in the brain?
(2) Who is the observer in brain (homunculus issue)?
(3) How do the quantum wave functions collapse?
(4) Does consciousness exist independently of body?
(5) What is Origin of experience? - etc.
The Ultimate mystery of Human consciousness - Consciousness Quantum Spiritual
Energy (CQSE or Conscious Observer) Theory:
To understand the secret of consciousness, we must know who we are? Are we this
physical body?? In reality we are not this mortal physical body but a point of
metaphysical light energy i.e. Consciousness Quantum Spiritual Energy (CQSE i.e.
conscious quanta or observer), which is very subtle, immortal, eternal and cannot be
seen with the human eyes or by a microscope. This CQSE theory is answer to all
questions of Human consciousness.

Fig. 4 CQSE- Main Consciousness theory
According to physicist Penrose and his fellow scientist Stuart Hameroff, “Human
consciousness is not originated from human brain but it is a basic vibrational frequency
of very subtle space which interacts with human brain through quantum gravity.” The
soul’s subtle Planck geometry is very small and less than 1.616 x 10-35 meter, whose
energy waves Planck time is 5.39 x 10-44 second. The neurons in the human brain cells
catch this basic frequency and interact with the soul. The data storage capacity of soul is
1.568 x 1055 seconds and to store this data a supercomputer of 1.568 x 1031 TB hard
disks will be required. The quantum basic frequency and vibration cannot be measured
with the today’s existing instruments hence scientists are considering human
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consciousness as an imagination and considering it as a part of human brain which is
not at all true. In reality, soul is very subtle spiritual quantum gravity whose basic
vibrational frequency can interact with neurons of human brain through unified sacred
geometric field and drives human body along with 7 main energy centers through
brain’s relay command center.
In reality we are not this mortal physical body but a point of metaphysical light energy
i.e Consciousness Quantum Spiritual Energy (CQSE i.e. soul, conscious observer), which
is very subtle, immortal. In this theory, we introduce the idea that consciousness is a
basic frequency of CQSE in quantum space. Human brain has ability to “connect” and
harmonize with CQSE. In scientific experiment consciousness acts as an observer. CQSE
is itself consciousness creator and operates human body through its control circuit via
brain and power circuit via subtle light body. In reality CQSE is very subtle spiritual
energy, whose basic frequencies acts on brain by creating vibrations through Aether
(quantum vacuum energy) medium, which creates electromagnetic bio-photons [3]
through torsion waves and these acts on microtubules of brain as per quantum
computing [1], which gives signals to nucleus or transmission of vibrations under
mechanism of unified sacred geometric field for collapse of quantum wave functions
which gives experience to us. CQSE with the help of 10 dimensional Strings which are
connected to 16 Aethric energy points, creates Aether energy in Planck's small space
called Hilbert Space under Lagrangian mechanics and this Aetheric energy gives
power to 37 trillion cells of our body with 7 major and 6 minor energy centers. and with
the help of brain's Hypothalamus, Pituitary, Pineal gland and with 100 billion neurons,
the CQSE control all the movements of our body. CQSE give program to DNA via
morphogenetic field to build organs of body. Also it carry information for next birth of
Human body.
This unified sacred geometric field produced from 16 Aether energy points of CQSE and
drives body through brain's relay command center along with 7 main and 6 minor
chakras of subtle light body. So our Body is like a Robot, Brain is like Super Processor
and CQSE is like a Programmer. The location of CQSE in Brain is between Hypothalamus
and Pituitary Gland as shown in figure. The subtle Planck geometry of CQSE is very
small and less than 1.616 X10-35 meter. There are 16 Aether energy points in CQSE, in
which 3 points act as operating system ( Mind, Intellect and Impression) and 13 points
includes nature's 5 elements ( i.e Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Space), Divine Values and
Powers of CQSE with angles of 18, 36, 72, 108 degrees, which are connected to 13
chakras of subtle light body and these energy chakras are connected to different parts of
physical body. CQSE creates Aether energy at Planck scale by creating frequencies and
vibrations in Hilbert Space, with the help of 10 dimensional Meta-Strings of 16 Aethric
energy points, which are connected to each others. This mechanism can be explored
with the help of Meta-String Theory and Aether Quantum Dynamic Physics. This
proposed geometry of CQSE is nothing but 'Quantum Platonic World of Wisdom and
Light' which is represented by' Pentagonal Star'.
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Fig.5 Location of CQSE in human brain
With the help of brain’s Hypothalamus, pituitary, Pineal glands and 100 billion neurons,
CQSE can control the all the movements of our body. All the Aether energy contained in
the human body can be extracted by the CQSE while leaving from the physical body. As
per our previous birth Karmic Account (i.e. persons’ actions and conduct during
successive reincarnations), the power of purity of the CQSE (Soul) greatly affects on
DNA and accordingly the structure of our body will be formed. Hence, as per previous
birth Karmic Account, structure of our body and birth place will be fixed. When CQSE
leaves one body will take another body of human being and not any animal’s body as the
DNA of both is very different from each other. When the CQSE leaves from a body, it is
known as death and when it enters in a new body, it is known as birth.
A. Concept of Consciousness in Modern Science
Dr. Penrose describes consciousness as a result of quantum gravity acting on the
neurons of the brain. Consciousness is non local; it does not exist exclusively in the
brain. Here it is introduced idea that consciousness is a basic frequency of quantum
space. Human brains have ability to “connect” and harmonize with consciousness. In
scientific experiment consciousness acts as an observer.
Quantum space and consciousness have in common that does not follow entropy.
Quantum space and consciousness are negentropic states of energy. A thought
experiment here is that consciousness is a basic frequency of quanta of space (QS) that
build quantum space. QS vibrates at the “basic frequency” 0.19x1044 s-1 have a “basic
energy” given by Eqs= 1.26x1010 J and change their electrical charge from positive to
negative in a Planck time 5.39x10-44s. According first law of thermodynamics QS are
non-created and cannot be destroyed. QS is a fundamental entity of energy. All
elementary particles are different structures of QS.
Consciousness as a Driving Force of Evolution: As matter exists in quantum space
where consciousness is basic frequency of QS in the whole universe matter has a
tendency to develop into conscious living organisms. Evolution of life is converging
towards negentropic state of quantum space. Development of life on the planet Earth is
a consistent part of cosmic dynamics that runs in the whole universe (2).
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Consciousness as a Scientific Research Tool: In a process of scientific experiment
consciousness acts as observer. It is consciousness being aware of scientific models of
the world and of the experiment that proves or disproves models. Universe – perception
of an experiment (eyes) – processing in the scientific model (mind) – experience
(observer-consciousness). Consciousness has ability to see if elements of scientific
models of the world have a correspondence with physical reality or not. Element of
space-time is identified as an element that does not correspond to physical reality.
Gravitational waves that should be emitted and absorbed by mass also do not exist as a
physical reality.
Scientific mind cannot grasp consciousness fully. None of scientific models of
consciousness is corresponding to the consciousness itself. One can search on
consciousness directly without using mind by watching (witnessing) scientific models
of the world and comparing it with the world itself. Using consciousness in this way will
wake up observer. He will recognize he/she is consciousness itself.
In consciousness research scientific mind has its limitations. Consciousness is the
energy of the universe that is not fully understood yet. Its nature reaches beyond
common research procedure. By watching (witnessing) the mind one can discover
consciousness directly without mind interfering.
Interaction of soul with physical body: A Modern Science Perspective
The consideration that the observer has no physical origin is an important standpoint
which allows human being to discover realms of reality which are beyond standard
reductionist picture of western science. How being is acting on the physical level is not
discovered yet fully, modern physics gives a basic model represented in figure. Being is
connected with physical world via quantum vacuum and electromagnetic energy (biophotons) as carriers of its action. Regarding observation watching as its fundamental
function in the human organism the being is acting as shown in figure below: Being acts
via quantum vacuum and bio-photons on brain microtubules which are related to the
senses with nervous system. In this model consciousness does not exist on its own: to
observe something and to be conscious about it is a function of being. To be conscious of
some object which might be material or psychological (thought, emotion, self-image,
memory, scientific model of material world) implies a “process” of knowing which has
three stages: perception of an object through senses or through inner perception,
experience of an object and finally awareness of the object existence. In the process of
knowing we have a “subject” which is conscious about an “object”. Being has an inherent
self-recognition which is not a “process”; being is not changing, is not a process and is
not made out of “quanta” which are under the rule of change. However being acts in
material world via quantum vacuum which is energy in its original state. In the model of
Theory of everything (TOE) has presented the universe at three levels: Being is nonmaterial level which is nonlocal, quantum vacuum is a fundamental state of energy
which is nonlocal quanta (photon and elementary particles building matter are different
forms of quantum vacuum energy) are local. In this model of TOE human mind is an
unknown undiscovered yet form of quantum vacuum energy (different from known
forms of quanta) which is “software” and human brain which is “hardware” of human
organism. From this perspective consciousness as a function of being has physical origin
in quanta which are special forms of quantum vacuum similarly as human mind.
Between being and senses they are following elements: Being Consciousness as a
function of being made out of special form of quanta, Mind made out of special form of
quanta, Bio-photons, Brain microtubules, Nervous system senses. This view on
consciousness and its relation to the human organism is close to “quantum theory of
consciousness” of Dr. Hameroff and Penrose where consciousness is a nonlocal
phenomenon not supposed to have physical origin in the human brain.
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Thought experiment describes the consciousness as a basic frequency of quanta
of space QS that have a size of Planck. Atom has a size in range. The question is how
extremely small QS can communicate with an atom that builds up molecules which
constitute living cells. One can predict existence of some hypothetical quanta which are
transferring information i.e. basic frequency of QS to atom. Several experiments have
been done which show some unknown energy is entering living organism in growing
phase and leaving it at the time of death. It seems this energy is spread out in space and
additionally concentrated in living organisms. Additional concentration causes
increasing of the mass of living organism regarding the mass of same dead organism.
This unknown energy spread out in cosmic space and additionally concentrated in living
organisms could also be “dark energy”.

Fig. 6 Acting of Being
B.

A Novel Perspective about CQSE (Soul): Divine Sacred Geometry of CQSE

Soul is a spiritual energy can be described as a shining star at the center of forehead
hence its divine geometry is like a Pentagonal Star. DR. Stuart Hameroff, MDConsciousness Research Center, Arizona University, USA write in their research paper "
Finding Spirit in Fabric of Space & Time- An Exploration of Quantum Consciousness "
that "In our model, that underlying entity that gives rise to both matter and mind is
quantum space-time geometry. In the Vedic traditions, you could call it Brahman, the
underlying ground of being. So it’s not materialistic—it goes below matter. We’re
talking twenty five levels of magnitude smaller than an atom. There’s no matter there!
There’s something else. I call it space-time geometry; the Hindus call it Brahman. You
can call it whatever you like—spirit, the cosmos, quantum gravity—whatever it is that
gives rise to both mind and matter and underlies all of reality" . Consciousness is
quantum effects occurring in the space-time geometry , So Human consciousness have
an space-time geometry which is very Sacred type and fundamental for universe. This
Scared geometry has been discussed from last 2500yers by Plato and all major
philosopher, religious gurus of world in deferent terms such as Tree of life, Seed of life,
Fruit of life etc.
A novel sacred geometrical structure of soul with all energy points interconnection is as
shown in figure 7. This is the real geometry of soul through which it is possible to
explain how soul can interact with physical body through subtle light body. Human
body is like a machine which requires power and control circuit for its smooth
operation. Hence to provide power and to control human body soul has 16 energy
points (Quantas of Divine Golden Luminous Aether Energy) in which 3 points (Mind,
Intellect & Resolves) are the part of its control (i.e. operating) system and 13 points are
of its values & powers are acting as power circuit and having link with the 13 chakras of
subtle light body. The 13 chakras of subtle light body are the medium to provide power
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to operate physical body from soul’s Divine Golden Luminous Aether energy. The
operating system of soul plays a vital role in functioning of human body through brain.
In this figure point nos. 14, 15, 16 are Mind, Intellect, Resolves which together
acts as a control system and points 1 to 13 are providing power to 13 chakras of subtle
light body and also linked with the 13 areas of brain through unified field. The points 1,
2, 10, 11, 12 and 16 are the 5 basic elements of nature such as fire, air, sky, water, earth
and Aether element respectively.

Fig.7 Divine Sacred Geometry of CQSE
Properties of CQSE
1. Joy - Yellow Color (Fire Element)
2. Love - Green Color ( Air Element)
3. Determination - White Color
4. Politeness - White Color
5. Introvertness & Power of Truth - White Color
6. Power to Face - Red Color
7. Power to Discriminate - Red Color
8. Power to Co-operate - Red Color
9. Power to Tolerate - Red Color
10. Peace - Blue Color (Sky Element)
11. Purity - Orange Color (Water Element)
12. Power - Red Color (Earth Element )
13. Bliss, Power to Pack up, Satisfaction - Violet Color
14. Mind-Power to Withdraw - Violet Color (Conscious Mind)
15. Impression-Power to Adjust - Pure White Color (Unconscious Mind)
16. Intellect-Knowledge, Power to Decide - Indigo Color (Aether Element, Subconscious
mind)
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Characteristics of CQSE:
1. Consciousness Creator
2. Eternality and Immortality
3. Observation and Visualization
4. Memory
5. Divinity and Uniqueness
6. Intelligence, Thinking and Decision Making
7. Controllability and Powering
8. Powerfulness of Minds
9. Geometry and United Field
10. Encoding and Decoding
11. Einstein-Boson Condensation State & Stability
12. Eternal and Temporary Nature
13. Interacting and Connecting
14. Energy Utilization
15. Travelling Speed
16. Charging
Mathematics of CQSE:
CQSE Substructure consists of N=16 meta-points, (sub-particles), all of which are
connected to each other by N (N-1)/2= 120 meta-strings. Their wave function expressed
as:

Equation (1) is that of the bodyless CQSE. In the embodied state, they are coupled with
body. The wave function of the embodied state can be written as-

Now the wave function of human body can be written as the tensor product is
The wave function of the embodied state can be written as –

CQSE, Human Brain and Memory:
The Cortex of the brain conducts a Fourier transformation [4] on the inputs received
form sensory organs of human body and distributes the constituent frequencies all over
the neurons in the brain which increase frequency from millions to trillions till reach to
CQSE via hypothalamus and pituitary region, which collapses the wave function with
CQSE and CQSE get experience. Every nucleus of neurons have program like other cells
(like WBC, RBC) to
pass the signals or received the signals as per their group programming of brain
regions. They have only memory of processing patterns of vibrational signals as CPU
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have instruction codes. All memory of life is only in the CQSE (Programmer). The brain
is simply a Processor to get the instruction from the CQSE. When a CSE Quanta
participates in a meta-Bose-Einstein Condensation - the number of available bits
becomes
In this stage therefore, the information storage capacity is infinite. There is also the
possibility of information storage on strings via the standing waves.

Fig.8 CQSE, Human Brain and Memory
Interaction of soul with physical body: CQSE theory perspective
If we remove "Transistor" from radio circuits and asked any Electronic experts to
explain how radio circuit works? Then on one can give perfect answer for the working
of radio circuit and it will become mystery forever. In same way, we are not considering
the CQSE (Conscious Quanta) in Human Consciousness that's why Consciousness
became mystery for mankind, but if we do research with CQSE theory then we will get
all answers of Human Consciousness. There are three ways in which CQSE performs the
work at Mind, Voice and Physical Level.
1. Mind - At mind level it produces thoughts through energy points 16, 14, 16, 15, 16 of
control circuit.
2. Voice- It produces voice through energy points 16, 14, 16, 15, 16 of control circuit and
10, 11, 12 of power circuit.
3. Physical Work- It performs the physical work through energy points 16, 14, 16, 15, 16
of control circuit and 12, 11, 1, 2, 10 of power circuit.
Also the CQSE can perform multiple works on thought, voice and physical levels
simultaneously.
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Cognition process of CQSE:

Fig. 9 Cognition process of CQSE
A - Intellect gives input signal to Mind as per recorded in it
B - Mind creates thought signal and return to intellect
C - Intellect check the thought as per Impression records.
D - Impression with available past records data in it gives signal to intellect.
E - Intellect gives final signal for execution of work.
Control & Power Circuit of CQSE:

Fig. 10 Control & Power Circuit of CQSE
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Control Circuit: Human consciousness produced from operating system of mind,
intellect and impressions of the CQSE in which intellect is at the center and it acts as a
signal receiver and transmitter. According to intellect recorded parts, Mind generates
thought signals which will be given to intellect for final decision and accordingly
intellect produces a basic vibrational frequency which will be decoded by the particular
group of neurons present in the hypothalamus & pituitary, these will produce
electromagnetic & electrochemical signals respectively. EM signals send to cerebellum
via Pineal gland & different lobes and EC signals send to cerebellum directly. Then EM &
EC signals send to respective organ system via subtle light body to carry out particular
act by the body. In this way control signal is initiated to carry out a particular act by the
body.
Power Circuit: Power for movement of body parts will be provided by a particular
chakra of subtle light body which is continuously created by CQSE quanta. Mind creates
feelings after completion of a particular act, after sometimes repetition it became the
habit and get stored in impression point. In this way, CQSE quanta drive physical body
on energy, frequency and vibration level.
Method to charge CQSE with SCQSE

Fig. 11 Charging of CQSE with SCQSE
Presently all human beings considering themselves as physical body that's why they are
in body consciousness which is the main reason for all sorrows of the world. If we
realize our real identity as CQSE (Soul Consciousness) then we can liberate ourselves
from all worldly sorrows. When we (CQSE) connect our intellect with SCQSE (Supreme
CQSE) i.e. Supreme Universal Consciousness then all energy points of CQSE gets charged
and we achieve the stage of Higher & Holy Consciousness.
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We can solve many questions of Psychic phenomenon, such as telepathy,
precognition, extra sensory perception (ESP), out of body experiences (OBE), lucid
dreaming and near death experiences (NDE), Who is sleeping? Past Life Regression, Life
after death, DNA, RNA & GEMONE Issues, How is Information Coded in Neural Activity?
How are Memories Stored and Retrieved? How is Time Represented in the Brain? What
is disease? etc. can be explain through this CQSE Theory of Consciousness. Our further
deep research is going for revealing the CQSE details working Sacred Geometrical
mechanism with Human Brain under Meta-String theory and Aether Quantum Dynamic
Physics. This will explore all secretes of Human consciousness with physical universe,
which help mankind to get peace, happiness and good health forever.
I. Conclusions
CQSE is the conscious creator. There are only two types of consciousness- (1) Eternal
Consciousness i.e. Soul consciousness and (2) Temporary consciousness i.e. Body
Consciousness. The aura results validate the eternal consciousness of CQSE.
CQSE drives the human body with Aether energy through control system via
brain and power system via subtle light body. CQSE gives program to DNA via
morphogenetic field according to past birth to build organs of body and also it carry
information for next birth of Human Body. CQSE model of human consciousness has
potential to answer many questions related to human consciousness.
The essential; thesis is “we are CQSE” and not this physical body. We can shift
our consciousness from lower to highest level by establishing a bound state with
Supreme CQSE( i.e. Unified field of the universal). As human identity arises from
consciousness - the realization of self as CQSE, will induce universal brotherhood and
social uniformity. Propagation of these changes in top nature would lead to harmonious
state which may be called the GOLDEN AGE UNIVERSE.
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